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FOREWORD 
This final report surnmarizes the work performed under contract 
NAS 1-9925 for National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lawley 
Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, The effort was accomplished under 
the direction of Mr. J. M. Noell of NASA, Langley. 
Dr. W. J. Guman was the prhcipal investigator. Mr. Me Begun 
performed the dynamic impedance measurements and assisted in the design 
of the pulse forming network. The laboratory effort was performed with the 
assistance of Mr. M. Katchmar and the support of Messrs: E. Poggi and 
L, Odorico, 
Besides these individuals, the stimulating dis cwsions with 
Professor R. 6. Jahn of Princeton University a re  gratefully acbowledged, 
ABSTRACT 
The solid teflon propellant pulsed plasma thruster was scaled to operate 
in the millipound thrust regime. The performance of the thruster was dete1:mraed 
and compared when operabd either a s  a short pulse discharge t h r u s b r  o r  as a 
quasi-steady thruster. Erosion was also quantitatively evaluated. The perf o r r ~  ance 
of propellant breech fed short pulse discharge thruster configurations scaled 
predictably into the millipound regime from earl ier  microthruster results,  
Exploratory tests  with propellant side-feed configurations showed significant 
performance improvements could be realized over breech fed configurations, ! 
power to  thrust ratio of 156 watts/milli-lb was measured a t  a specific impulse of 
1245 sec. Erosion was found to depend upon electrode material and the dersatien 
of the test. In particular, erosion expressed a s  the ratio of mass  eroded to 
propellant mass  used was found to vary directly with specific impulse. When erosion 
is expressed a s  the ratio of mass  eroded to  total impulse delivered, this eroslsn 
paramzter is also found to have a slight dependence upon specific impulse, 
The somewhat limited number of results s h m  thrust efficiency of short 
pulse discharge operation to  be better than quasi-steady operation when compared 
a t  the same specific impulse. Erosion measured during short pulse discharge 
operation was found to be much lower than that measured for quasi-steady discharge 
operation compared a t  the same specific impulse. 
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SECTION I 
Previous studies of either short pulse discharge thrusters or qua~si-steady 
thrusters have been treated as  separate studies. The work to be described 
compares the propulsive performance and erosion behavior of an accelerateir 
nozzle assembly when it is operated either a s  a short pulse &scharge ~ ~ P U S C , * ~  
or  as  a quasi-steady thruster. Unlike most previous quasi-steady thruster  .;tudies tile 
d i sch rge  energy used in the present shd ies  was kppt at  a level compaejale i7 th 
atixiliary propulsion requirements. Fwrthemore, the present study was Xxai ted 
to the use of solid teflon as  the propellant. Such a solid propellant t h r m k r  
eliminaks gas propellant injection valves, electric switches, and the timing 
circuit required to match propellant Row to the electric discharge, The 
practicality of the solid propellant approach has been established* by more t ~ ~ a n  
two and one-half years of operation in space. The thruster used in the latwr 
flight application was a microthruster. The present study required that thruster 
operation be first  scaled from the former micropound thrust regime to the 
millipound thrust regime yet retaining a specific impulse in the range from X COC 
to 3000 see, After the short pulse diseharge th ruskr  was sueeessful$.y scaled to 
operate in the millipound thrust regime the dynamic impedance of its arc was tLsed 
to design the pulse forming network required for quasi-steady operation, 
Propulsive perfomanee and erosion were quantitatively dekrmbted for  both 
short pulse and quasi-steady operation with comparable initial discharge energies, 
The scope and duration of the program limited the n u m b r  of data points obtained, 
While the present results show short pulse thruster operation to be better tkw, 
comparable quasi-steady thruster operation, it is importallt not to consider t h e  
present results as  conclusive proof that short pulse operation is genmaily .s~]~perior 
to quasi-steady operation. It is hoped the present results will suggest future studies 
of a similar nature to provi.de more data over a wider range of oprat ing paranne-esrs, 

SECTION 2 
1 
MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
THRUST AND IMPULSE BIT 
I The thrust levels presented a re  the directly measured thrust obtained by 
mounting the entire thruster and its solid propellant feed system on a Republic 
designed and built thrust balame. Figure 1 shows the quasi-steady thruster mounted 
on the thrust balance in the vacuum test chamber. The vacuum chamber is 6 feet in 
diameter and 8 feet long. Chahnber pressure during thruster operation is typically 
-4 10 mm Hg. Calibration of the thrust balance is performed just prior to measuring 
thrust without disturbing the vacuum or  the thruster during thruster performance tests. 
Figure 1. Quasi-Steady Thruster on Thrust Balance in Vacuum Chamber 
The thrust balance is a llsoft" thrust measuring stand and has been described in detail 
elsewhere. The thrust is measured directly. The impulse bit of each discharge is 
calculated from the relation 
measured thrust 
hpulse bit amp1itude = pulse frequency of operation 
with the pulse frequency measured during a run by using a stop watch to time the 
elapsed time of from 30 to 60 consecutive pulses. Thrust measurements a r e  recorded 
from four to six times during a m i c a 1  diagnostic test of several hours of th rusbr  
opration,  This techicyue provides a significant a m m t  of data to assess thruskl* 
performance and also allows any temporal performance changes, if present, to 
be recorded. The thrust and impulse values presented a re  the Lest average values 
recorded dtring the entire period of opration,  Generally small variations obser~ied 
during a ruxn are either statistical in nature or are  due to small variations in. 
applied voltage and are  within the general accwacy of the measurement of about ~ 5 % ~  
The repeatability of test results can best be demonstrated by using data generakd 
du rhg  final erosion studies where test conditions were repeated a number of tim4t;s 
in order to obtain erosion data as  a function of consecuti~re discharps ,  Table 1 
presents data of 7 repeated tests and the ratio of test average applied voltage, 
measured test a v e r a g  specific impulse and m asured test average impulse bit 
ta the respective mean value of the 7 tests. The data i l lustrabs that deviations 
from the respecled mean values are  well withh ins% with mast of the data being 
within 12% from the mean value. 
Both the calibration and t h s t  readings a re  permanently recorded on a 
Sanborn recorder. Figure 2 presents a view of the test equipment exterior to the 
vacuum test chamber. 
Figure 2. Typical Test Equipment Exterior to Vacuum Chamber 

2.2 MASS MEASUREMENT 
Mass measurements were made on propellant consumption and anode, 
cathode and insulator assembly erosion, For purposes of evaluating t h u s b r  
performance propellant mass measurements are  those performed on the weight 
change of initially stored solid propellant mass. These latter measmemerraes are 
performed by measuring the weight change of the initially stored solid teflon 
propellant rod before and after operating the thruster a given rmumhr of discharges, 
The propellant rod is measured to the nearest 0.2 milligram on a Christian 
Besker style AB-8 analytic balance. This balance has a capacii;g/- of 2 kg, The 
quantity of propllant mass consumed per thruster discharge is caleulaked from 
the relation 
The number of th ruskr  discharges a re  recorded by a counkr, It is important ta 
note that the latter quantity of propellant mass per discharge is based upon the 
weight change of stored propellant mass per thruster discharge. This latter 
parameter enables a meaningful propulsion system propellant specific impulse to be 
calculabd. Diagnostic mmsasurements for determining mass utilization efficienely 
were not carried out, While such diagnostic measurements are  useful for dekrrnioi12i: 
the percent of propellant mass that can be adtributed to the jcmpulse bit delivered- 
they a re  extremely difficult to perform and a re  outside the scope of the present 
studies. 
2 ,3  EROSION 
Electrode and insulator erosion were measured in the same mamer a s  
propellant mass chaqes.  The anode, cathode and ksulator assembly of a t k u s k r  
were weighed before and after thruster operation. The mass change per dischmge 
of these subcomponents is calculabd as  described in Section 2.2. Since quasi-steady 
thruster operation could only be carried out with the anode permanently sealed to 
the discharge circuit it was not possible to make anode erosion measurements d ~ r i n g  
quasi-steady thruster operation. 
A f t e r  performing a diagnostic test the thruster was allowed to cool to ;xroon~ 
temperature while soaking in a vacuum (of the order of mrn Hg). This ssaking 
period usually lasted about 15 hours, This procedure was adop&d to prevent 
significant mass changes due to sudace effects, 3 
2.4 CURRENT AND VOLTAGE 
Discharge current was measured by using a calibrated Bogowski ~ 0 i 1  The 
discharge voltage was measured by using two TeMrounix P60113 high voltage ~ 2 o - m ~  a110 
connecting one to each of the two electrodes. The cakhsde was used as the ctl;.ni:nax~ 
ground. The output of the two probes was recorded on a Type G wide band 
dsferential amplifier in a 551 Tektronix Oscilloscope. The zero voltage referenee 
line was obained by removing voltage from the capacitor bank and remotely 
switching a dead short across the two electrodes, 
2.5 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
Several operational and thruster performance parameters were detenmined, 
These include: 
a. Stored capacitor energy: This energy is calculated from the relakiomn 
E = 1'2 C V ~  
with C the measured capacitance and V the idtiah voltage ( j u s t  
prior to a discharge) on the capacitor as  measwed with the x~oltage 
probes described in Section 2.4, 
b. Delivered energy: Due to capacitor and discharge circuit losses not 
all of the stored capacitor energy is delivered to the aceelLeraRor 
nozzles, The electric energy actually delivered is debma tiled by 
evaluating the inkgral: 
with E(t), i(t) the instantaneous terminal d i sch rge  voltage ~ I K I .  
instantaneous discharge current, respectivel~r. This; latter i n ~ e g ~ a l  
is evaluated grapMeally using a polar planimebr, 
c. b p u l s e  Bit: The impulse bit per discharge is ealeulated as described 
in Section 2 , f ,  
d, Thrust: The thrust is the thrust measwed directly by a thrust bal8~8.ac"e 
a s  described in Section 2.1. 
e. Propellantmass: Thepropel lantmassper&schargeis theehng>isn 
i n i ~ a l l y  stored solid propellant mass used per th rusbr  discharge a:xx 
measwed a s  described in Section 2.2, 
f ,  Total mass per discharge: The total mass per t k u s b r  d i sch rge  is 
comprised of the sum of the propellant mass per discharge plus the 
total eroded mass per discharge, Unless othemise noted, the eroded 
mass includes anode, cathode and insulator erosion. 
g, Propellant specific impulse: This paramekr  is calculabd from any 
one of the relations: 
.Ip1I-- .l(l --D 
where T, 6, f ,  wt, n, I, w denote test average thrust, test average 
propellanzt weight flow rate, test average pulse frequency, stored propellant 
weight change for an entire test, total n u d e r  of discharges of testp 
test average impulse bit, test average stored propllant weight change 
per discharge, respectively. A s  mentioned in Section 2.2, the propellan: 
spe cific impulse a s  ealeulakd above, prox~ide s the most meani-n@ul 
specific impulse for propulsion system analysis. 
h. Total mass specific impulse: This specific impulse (Ispt) is ealceabated 
by also including the eroded mass. Since no attempt was made in abe 
present study to dekrmine either material or electrode nozzle 
configurations having the least erosion, the total mass specgic impulse 
is presenkd to illustrate the range of performance that may be quaowd 
for a given set  of test data when erosion is included, 
i - Thrust efficiency: Generally it is understood that this parameter is 
given by the expression: 
with T, &, P the thrust, propellant mass flow rate and electric 
power, respectively. Depending upon whether one is interested only 
in basic mass acceleration processes or only in propulsive system 
aspects, one can evaluate thrust efficiency in any of a number of ways. 
This latter possibility is due to the fact that for diagnostic purposes 
one may be interested only in the propellant mass actually used in the 
- 
acceleration process, or in the power actually transferred into the 
propellant aocelerated. For propulsion system considerations one 
may be interested only in the quantity of power and propellant mass that 
must be supplied to the propulsion system. To avoid ambiguities in 
the experimental data presented in this study, thrust efficiency will, 
on occasion, be calculated and presented a s  four different sets of 
numbers. This latter presentation will be useful when comparisons 
are made between short pulse and quasi-steady thruster operation. 
In such cases, the notation to be used will clearly define the thrust 
efficiency calculated. 
For a pulsed plasma thruster the above definition of thrust efficiency may be 
rewritten in the form 
with I, m, and E the impulse bit per discharge, the quantity of propellant mass per 
discharge and the energy per discharge respectively. It is important to note that 
the specific impulse and thrust efficiency of each single discharge of a given plasma 
thruster configuration are the same a s  are determined when the thruster operates 
repetitively a t  a pulse frequency f. 
The four calculations of thrust efficiency that may be presented in this study 
are as  follows: (in all cases the impulse bit is the value m asured as  discussed in 
Section 2.1): 
1. 7 =T (ESP mp) with (E ) the energy initially stored in the capacitor and 
s 
(m ) the chan* in stored propellant mass  per discharge. P This 
calculated efficiency will generally be of i nk re s t  for  propulsion system 
considerations. Furthermore, unless othemise denoed, the symbol 7 
will always denote (Es, m ) in this study, 
P 
2. 7 j  = (E , m ) where the energy (Ed) is the quantiw of electric energy d P 
delivered to the accelerator nozzle (see S c ~ o n  2, $1, and m the 
P 
change in stored propellant mass  per discharge. 
3.  7\ = (E , m ) where the energy (E ) is the energy hitially stored 
s t S 
in the capacitor and rn the total mass, i. e ,  , propellant mass  plus t 
e r d e d  mass  per discharge. 
4. 11 = (E , m ) where the energy (I3 ) is the delivered ene rm and n3 tlhe d t  d t 
total mass,  i. e., propellant mass  plus eroded mass  per discharge, 
While the limited number of different electrode material that was selected and 
tested was believed to represent rrlaterial having a low level of erosion, it is possible 
that other materi a l  not evaluated during the present study could have a lower Bevel 
of erosion compared to the ones examined. Furthermore, electrode cod ip r a t i ons  
examined a re  not based upon configurations having the lowest level of erosion. The 
performance data presenkd which includes mass  lost by erosion could possibly be 
different for different material or  different electrode configurations. 
The sh& ~( l ise  d66barge plilsid jjlas16a thruster used during the present 
studies ubes solid tefidd i s  the profldilitht. TM zicrzleratar fiosele assembly is 
66nhgured a s  a parallel f l i l  eleet?dde fi6zile and is cdupled to the capacitbrs to form 
a s4iies L c ~  cifguit. A scMhlatic P@pf6sd&tati6n of the thrustel. is shown in 
Figuke 3; 
'FUEL 
kETAINING 
SHOULDER 
CAPACITOR 
Figure 3. Thruster Schematic 
The terminals of the energy storage capacitor a re  connected by a low inductance, low 
resistance path to the anode and to  the cathode of the thruster accelerator nozzle, 
respectively. A fuel retaining shoulder is machined into the anode in order to 
properly position the teflon propellant rod with respect to the thruster nozzle. A 
constant force steadily provided by a Negator spring assures that an edge of the 
pragellant is held against the Zuel retaining shoulder. 
The capacitor bank utilized energy storage capacitors from an earlier 
program. The number of capacitors and their rating could easily be varied during 
the program. While a relatively low inductance discharge circuit was used, no 
attempt was made to  minimize total circuit inductance to the lowest possible value. 
Concep-luall~r~ nrany of the features of &he shoke pulse d i s c h a ~ g e  thruster of the pr.6-k-e i t  
1 
DrogTafir resemble fea t r~res  of the solid tc~f70l~pulsed plasma n~icx.othrustsr~ 4. ;rvi"r 
the microthrr~ster,  a simple Negator spring is used lo feed the propellant during 
lAruster o~~era t ion ,  Figure 4 shows a rem- view of the I h r ~ ~ s t e s ,  "Ex twelve ener:,y 
stc~rage h:apacltsrs a s  well a s  llae teflon prorxllark rod and its feed spring can Fe EceJa, 
Figure 5 shows %he froat view of the tklrustcr w h h  an open side6 pa~~alel r2iJ r:ozmrc: 
having a large propelk~nt  aces fed from the Isregeh e ~ d  of the rrnzzlo, The p r o ~ e ! ~ ~ ~ : ~  
rc3, a n d c ,  cathode and insulator asasmb!:r can be easily relaoved in order to 
mcaevrements of their weight change, F igure E shows these ~CDIAV" s u b c o r n ~ o ~ ~ e ~ t ~  
a4ter their rernoval fra1.n the tht-i?rst~r, 7'he insul940~" assembly is fabr ipat~d of 14 7 1  ~ C J J  
the ci?tP;%de of 1'7-7 ph stainless steel, a ~ d  the ancde oJ tungsten a 17-2 pb ~ t a i n ~ r ~ s s  
sa,ael sanXastrake, respeetlvelgr, Du~<i?g a s~("36iaJ. ~ T C D S ~ C ) ~  tesd seri.es both the ~ r r ~ e  
and c n k h d ~  set were fabr"beskt3i of seLs of I y - - 5  ph sialn%ess steel, mc.?lybd@nurlrj anid 
2% thasriated tuLpgsten, respeetivelly , Wi th  the exceptio~a sf this lattex erosion t c s l  
ser ies  and the lnolybdenunil test ser ies ,  the same se t  of electrodes and insulators 
were used for all p e d o m a a c e  tests ,  During these diagnostic performance tests  
the electrodes and insulator were cleaned and weighed before and after each test, 
Figure 4, Rear View of Short Pulse Discharge Thruster 
Figure 5. Front View of Short Pulse Discharge Thruster 
Figure 6. Insulator, Anode, Cathode and Propellant Rod 
of Short Pulse Thruster After  Typical Performance Test 
Most of the performance tests were performed with propellant supplied tc: +he 
d i s c h a r p  from the breech end sf the accelerator nozzle such a s  shown in Figwe 5, 
Toward the end of the program a few e x p l s r a t o ~  tests were performed in which Slje 
propellant was s y p l i e d  siullultaa~eously from the breech end a s  well as the dowrsstr~~a r? 
sides of the discharge, Two of the latter e q l o r a t o ~  p rop l l an t  e s n $ i ~ a t i o m  inelude 
V-shaped propellant rod and a breech -plus-side-feed coaafi~rat ion,  Figp re 7 
presents a schematic representation of thes,e latter conf iwat ions ,  These new 
propellant a o ~ i g w a t i o n s  h e r e a s e  the propellant flow ra te  to the discharge more 
effectively than breech fed co~figurat ions thereby significantly increasing the dBnrzsFip~3- ??r 
ratio compared to breech-fed cornfimration~~ 
T E F L O N  
B R E E C H  L O C A T I O N  
P L A S M A  
E X H A U S T  
B R E E C H  L O C A T I O N  
a 
T E F L O N  \ 1 A 1 
P L A S M A  
E X H A U S T  
a )  V - S H A P E D  b )  B R E E C H  P L U S  S I D E  F E E D  
Figure 7. Propellant Side-Feed Geometries 
3.2 EXPERmENTA L RESULTS 
3.2 .1  Perf ormance 
Table 2 presents a summary of the performance data obtained with the short  
pulse discharge thruster. Because of the relative ease by which capacitors, 
propellant rods and electrode nozzles could be incorporated and tested in the basic 
" S ~ S  were short pulse discharge thruster shown in Figures 4 and 5, a n u m h r  sf L, 
performed before the quasi-sbady thruster was available for b s t b g ,  For cu1kveaienc;e 
in comparing the test resulls obtained, the data in Table 2 is presenkd in f~o;~r rn a ~ s r  
columns : 
I Breech fed configuration, fixed propellant area of 1.69 inZ> ui v y h g  
discharge energy 
II Breech fed configuration, fixed propellant area of 2.94 k"'. vr-yin; 
discharge energy 
III Breech plus-side-fed configuration, varybg propellant area, nearly 
constant discharge energy 
IV V-shapedpropellant. 
The first  horizontally grouped data in Table 2 provides details of te61 
conditions. The second group presents propulsive system perf omance dam, The 
third horizontal grouping presents the performanee data including energy losses in  
delivering the capacitor energy to the thruster nozzle and also mass Bosses due to  
erosion. This latter data therefore reflects the qualiGy of the particular set of energy 
storage capacitors used and also the suitabiliw of electrode and bsdator  msterial 
used in the thrus%r, 
Figure 8 presents thrust efficiency 7 (Es, m ) a s  a functim of propelant: 
P 
specific impulse using the nine data points in the second horizornGal ~ o u ~ p i u g  of P3kl.e 2, 
Also presented are  data points of breech-fed microthrusters. ' The discharge energy 
of these l a t b r  th rushrs  range from about 1 to 20 joules with impulse bit level& v8ryi1-2 
from about 3 IJ, lb-sec to about 100wlb-sec, The results presented in Figure Ej shovi eh>t 
the solid propellant breech fed short pulse d i scbrge  plasma thruster sealed rn a 
predictable manner from the m i c r o p o d  to the millipomd thrust regime, d s with 
the microthruekr, the present large eaergy results of breech fed codigr~~ratbans also 
operated a t  a thrust/power ratio (I/Es) of about 4 milli-lb/kw. This value ;vils 
increased about 50% by also introducing propellant into the discharge from tbe sides, 
downstream of the breech. The data in the last two v e r ~ c a l  columns of Tabla> 2 
present this latLer performance improvement t b t  was realized, Similar results hnwe 
also been obtained with propellant side -fed microthruster s . The three r xpc v-~rnenkai 
Figure 8. Thrust Efficiency TI (Es, m ) a s  a Function of 
P 
Propellant Specific Impulse for Short Pulse Discharge T h r u s k r  
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data points of $"me side -led eonfigwation a r e  not described by the same straight 
line data trend line shown in Figure 8. The hi@er side-fed thrust/power ratio 
data points fall along a n o t b r  data trend line rotated comterc loeb i se  with respect 
to the trend Pine -that describes the performance c3if breech fed t h m s ~ r s .  
To inkrpre t  the idormation contained in Figure 8, it should be remembered 
that a pulsed plasma t h u s % r  delivers discrete impulse bits of amplitude I, The 
specific imp?-rlse (I ) and efficieazcjr (7) of a single impulse a r e  then: 
SP 
With the impulse bit/energy ratio given by B/E and the quantitiy of p rop l lan t  rna,ss 
per discharge denowd 33gr n ~ ,  the specific impulse andB efficiency of the pulsed plasma 
t h r u s k r  can be presented without involving the concept of thrust o r  electric power, 
These latter quantities become meaningful only h e n  a g-iven thruster is operabd at 
some pulse frequency f. In cases sf repetitive operation one finds the speegie 
impulse, efficiency and thrust/power ratio of steady stake operation a t  a pulse 
frequency f to be mumericalBy equal to the correspollding values sf each single 
discharge and hdependent of pulse frequency, as  seen from the followjlng relatiorts: 
Hence the performance of a given t h u s t e r  appears a s  a single data point on. a plol 01 
versus I (Figme 8) independent of its power level o r  .b;hrust level of operation, 
SP 
The thrust level of a given t h r u s k r  is varied merely by changing pulse frequency, The 
&rust level (or power level) can thus be varied over a very wide range *at 
constant I and 'I. The specific impulse and effiekncy of a pulsed plasma tbrustes- SP 
a r e  varied by cbang&g parameters other than pulse frequency. For  example: 
a, Changhg applied voltage for othemise fixed conditions 
be Chan@ng capacitance for othemise fixed conditio~~s 
c. Changing thruster ele c t r d e  nozzle geometqr 
d, Changbg the quantiw of propellml consu-med per {lisci- r gas 
or any combination of these. 
Table 2 also presents the results of performame ealiculations T f i v ~ ~ i = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ,t;te 
capacitor losses and m ss losses due to erosion, These results show I ~ F  - xr65e 
of pedormance that may be quobd for a given set  of test data if such ef feeL cre 
included. Caution must be exercised b making generalized eonelusions fro. T. ~hese 
latter results which include erosion, Since the same set of electrodes ;;eye lL-ed 
during all of the performance tests, the rate of erosion encountered during Lrrg- g ~ v a ;  
, test was not only a fm tion of the particular test conditions of that test. LEI a LSO o' 
the prior history of the electrodes. TMs latter effect will be discussed in PrO1-e 
detail in Section 3.2.2 which presents erosion data obtabed by repeating a given set 
of test conditions with a given set of electrodes, Furthermore, i t  will also be show- 
that the selection of electrode material can substantially affect erosion and ,herefor( 
also affect any performance figures quoted which include the effect of eros icr ,  
Whiile for practical applications it is  imporbnt to reduce loss snee aA~is~3is 
to an absolute minimum, the effect of loss mechanisms on the general raagc 3f 
performance of the short pulse discharge thrusters examined has in mloer eases ner 
been too iunportand. The performance of a given short pulse discharge thruster 2s 
sufficiently well &scribed (i. e., to within a few percent) by the propellant s ~ t ~ c i f ~ ~  
impulse and the thrust efficiency 7 (Es, m ). It is perhaps interesti~fig ?c -~ci,e :hait 
P 
not only do the side feed geometries examined provide a higher dhrust/iFpa;o~%ra i~at"to 
than the breech fed geometry, but also has the smallest change in p e ~ f o ~ m a i ~ c t ?  a'o,e 
to erosion. This latter observation will be discussed in more detail in SecPoc 3 , 2 , 2 ,  
3 , 2 . 2  Erosion 
Three test sets of erosion data were taken durling the present sk~~d: . The 
f i rs t  set  was taken during the short pulse discharge t h u s b r  and quasi-steady thrast-l~* 
performance evaluation tests. The same set  of electrodes were repea=dly wed 
being cleaned only between individual performance evaluation tests, The aezond set 
of tests examined ex-.osion of three different electrode materials, For this &st 
series three identical sets 01 electrades were fabricated and subjected to the same 
test conditions, The khnrd test series examined the change in erosion by sllbjecting 
a given set of eleetrdes repe~~d~jr to the same test condifioans, In no eases were 
electrode geometries sought for Tnhirnurn erosion, The results of these three sets 
of 'bests will now be presented, 
3,2,2,1 - First Test S e r i . 9 ~  The first set of tests in which erosion data was 
taken were pedors~~ed with 2 17-7 p61 stainless steel cathode and a tmgska? an9d.e 
mounted on a 17-7 ph ~tajnless steel substrate, This set of electrodes was used 
dhring all r p i  the t n rus t s r  performance ei aluation studies reported upon, The elec*,roocs 
and insulator (see Figure 6 for a typical setmere weighed before and after each 
performance test, Tabke 3 presents the results of these tests, These include the 
shwt  pulse dischzge  thruster tests of Table 2 and the quasi-skady thrusbr test3 
of Table 7 ,  Erosion oP the crlode, cathode, h~sulator and combinations of these 
are presented as percent 01 teflon prc~pellant consumed, Shee the given set of 
electrodes is irreversibly minutely changed from test to test, the erosion data or 
&he first test series is befieved to be some~vhat limited lor quantitatively grmessisg 
erosion of a given set of test coaditfo~~s, This stahment is based upon the results 
of the third test serks where it was found that erosion sf a given set sf electrodes 
repeatedlg~ used under the same teeat conditions can give a pulse life depended resllil~.~ 
Referenee 6 it was foamd that fear a given electrode material the quactiay 
01 eroded nm ss dependend primarily upan the eharge q passing between the 
electrodes, The present short pulse discharge "k,ruskr results do not show a 
correlation bemeen erosion eqressed in grams/discharge with the eharge q, 
7 Malliarus recently has shown erosion for a quasi-steady thrusbr to depend up018 
molecular weight and the parameter i2/& with i and & the disclarge curreni 
and propellant mass Elow rate, respectiaie~~~ The simplified andyses presented 
below shows the parameter i2/&, rewritten in terms of the mean of the square of tile 
current, to be directly related to the spe cifie impulse, The simplified analyses is 
therefore also suitable lor encompassing data of short pulse "irusters, 

Shce specific impulse was measured for all performance tests presented 
in Table Z 2 ,  F i p e  9 presents erosion a s  a function of propellant and total mass 
s p e S i e  impulse respctively. Even though the data encompasses dsferent initial 
conditions and slightly varying geometry from test to test due to erosion, the eora-elnkior, 
&Ween total erosion (expressed in percent of propellant mass) and either total m a s s  c~ 
propllant s p c S i c  impulse is considered reasonably good. 
Suppose we now assurne the propulsive action to be entirely electmrnagnedjie in origin* 
Then the instantaneous force F. due to magnetic pressure P will be 
1 rn 
Now the magnetic flux density B can be written a s  
with K some constant dewnding upon electrode geometry. The impulse bit 1 due to 
the ejection of a quantity of mass m is then 
But the specsic b p u l s e  I is: SP 
Thus a direct relation is observed between the parameter 
r i2 dt 
i2/& ( 4  ) and specific impulse 
ERODED MASS/PROPELLANT MASS, (%) 
A t  first glance, the erosion trend as  observed in Figure 9 woulld susesit 
prohibitive erosion with increasing specific impulse. For practical applications, one 
. . 
is generally inbrested in delivering a certain total impulse over a given mission 
time, A s  the specific impulse is increased for a given total impulse the required 
quantidy of propellant mass decreases, This trend is not reflecbd by presenting the 
data in the form of Figure 9. Figure 10 (also see Table 3) presents the quarn8;ity 
of eroded mass per unit total impulse (i. e. , lb/lb-see) a s  a function of specific 
limpulse. From this latter figure it is seen that when specific impulse is varied 
from about 2200to3300 see, the rate of erosion, expressed as  lb/lb see, increases 
only by about 18% compared to an increase of 77% a s  inferred from Figure 9 where 
erosion is expressed a s  percent of propellant weight. The lowest rate of erosiorl 
(lb/lb-see) was found in the 1200 see specific impdse range. 
Since no atLempt was made to evaluate electrode configurations or to seek 
for the electrode mabr ia l  that provides the lowest possible erosion, the above 
results must be considered valid only for the conditims tested. For example, 
the results of the second and third test series will demonstrah that electrode 
material a s  well as repeated use of a given electrode under the same test conditions 
can change any general conclusions one may infer from the data of the first  test 
series. The effect of electrode geometry on erosion was beyond the scope of this 
study. 
3.2,2.2 Second Test Series: Three identical sets of electrodes fabricated of 1'8--7 ph 
stainless steel, molybdenum and 2% thoriated tungsten were each discharged for 
10,000 consecutive discharges. An ai;tempt was made to maintain applied voltage and 
pulse frequency the same. The pulse frequency was maintained at  113z and 
d i scha re  energy between 278 to 317 joules. Figure 11 shows the three sets of 
electrodes, the insulator assembly and the teflon propellant rod after each of the 
electrode sets was subjected to 10,000 consecutive discharges. It should also be 
observed that the teflon propellant remained quite flat during each rm. The region 
of erosion of the anode appears as  a light region. Table 4 presents the results of 
these tests. The data is also presenbd in Figure 10. The difference in erosion 
noted is attribukd to differences in electrode material. These preliminary results 
suggest that proper selection of electrode material may reduce erosion considerabl:ie 
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Figure 11. Electrode Sets After 10,000 Consecutive Discharges 
1. Molybdenum 
2. 17-7 ph Stainless Steel 
3. 2% Thoriated Tungsten 
Top Row - Cathodes 
L m e r  Row - Anodes 
The rates observed during the first test series and the results of the first test series 
presenkd in Table 2 are  to be considered a s  preliminary results. Of the t h e e  
electrode m a k r i d s  tested the 2% thoriakd Lungsten set  showed the highest rate of 
erosion while the molybdenum eleckodes experienced the least erosion, 
TAB E;E 4. Electrode Material Erosion Studies (10,000 Consecutive Discharges) 
GaLhde Makrial  
A n d e  Material 
Anode weight loss/propellant wgt loss, % 
Cathode wgt loss/propellant wgt loss, % 
bsulator wgt loss/propellant wtg loss, % 
Anode, Cathode and insulator wgt/ 
propellant wgt loss, % 
Mass loss eroded/~mpulse, lb/lb-see 
Discharge energy of Lest 
Molybdenum 
1 1  
17-7 ph stain- 
less Steel 
11 
Ducati compared the erosion of five different anode materials jn h i s  quasi- 
steady thrwter  studies. Since no quantitative data was provided, it it; not jassible 
to compare his results with t hws  reported herein. Of the five makrials  teste6 
(aluminum, copper, molybdenm, tungsten, and graphite) Ducati notes that grap&ij;e 
experienced the smallest change in geometry due to erosion - $raphi.&e was foI.l$:wed 
by tungsten and then molybdenum. Certainly, besides the relative mass charge due 
to erosion for practical applications it will also be necessary to consider the 
relative geometry change with time due to erosion such as observed by EpucaL-. 
3.2.2.3 Third Test Series: During this test series the molybdenum e1ectrode.j were 
repeatedly subjected to the same test conditions. A f t e r  operating the tkr-uskz for a 
prescribed number of consecutive discharges (20,000 - except the first  test ii.irhleh 
was the 10,000 discharge test result of the second test series) the electrode, insulator 
and propellant were removed and weighed and without othemise distwkbir~g tLi-e;m, 
reinstalled for the next Iiring sequence. A s  with the f i rs t  test series after ef~cl., 
firing sequence the thruster assembly was allowed to return to room bmpesatwe 
while soaking overnight in an evacuated condition. Table 5 presents the results 
of this test series. The data is also presented in Figure 12. I F i ~ e s  22a 2nd 12b 
present erosion expressed as  mass eroded/impulse and a s  pereePlt of propelLant 
mass as  a function of consecutive discharges, respectively. Both f i e  res sbfow 
erosion essentially constant for about 20,000 consecutive discharges. E~osione w2s 
then found to become smaller a s  testing continued. Visual iamspectisn of  he electrodes 
showed that sharp corners and edges (see Figure 6) of the electrodes eroded faster 
than the flat surface of the electrode. It would be interesting to have tested 
Rogowsky electrodesg in which electric field effects a r e  minimized. 
The results of this erosion test show erosion to depend upon the number af 
consecutive discharges. Some caution must therefore be exercised. in attributing 
erosion exclusively to operating parameters which do not include the duration of the &st, 
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3.2.3 Parametric Studies 
3 ,2 .3 ,1  Impedance Considerations 
Studjles of the dynamic impedance of gaseous propellant thrusl,ers have been 
reported by ~ i c h e l s .  lo Studies of the dynamic impedance variation of a 320 joule 
discharge teflon propellant thruster were performed during the current program by 
M.Begw. The discharge current and terminal voltage (iR drop and d/dt ;Ei) term) 
were displayed simaltaneously on an oscilloscope, The t b u s t e r  was alperased steaddy 
a t  about 1  Hz at initial capacitor voltages varying from about 200 volts gp to I500 VOI~S, 
Discharge voltage and current traces were taken for these various initial ve~tages, The 
magnitude of instantaneous discharge voltage and current were s&seqeientky 
determined a t  fixed times of 1, 2, 3 ,  peak current, 5,7, 9 and 10 p. sec from the 
various traces obtained for the different initial voltages. For each of these latter ti~xe 
values the instantaneous discharge voltage (corrected for the L di/dt term) ivas 
presented a s  a function of the corresponding discharge current. The dynamic 
innpedance at  each time was then determined from the slope i \ ~  /A i of the voltage 
and current data points plotted for that time. These latter values of d p a m i c  
impedance were then replotted a s  a function of time from which they were evaluated, 
This latter technique provides more details on impedance behavior than that how- the 
single point obtained by evaluating the dynamic impedance at  peak current where the 
di/dt term vanishes. Figure 13 presents the variation in dynamic impedance, Except 
during the early part of the discharge, the dynamic impedance of the discharge of the 
teflon propellant thruster was found to be between 5 to 7 milliohms duriing mast  oC 
the discharge. The pulse forrning network was subsequently designed using zi value 
of 6.5 milliohms a s  the a r c  impedance. 
Assembling a thruster discharge circuit with a total initial impedance 
of 5 to 7 milliohms is not an easy task. A technique was developed to readily faci1ita.e 
an evaluation of the discharge circuit impedance a t  the instant the are  is iaitiabd, This 
technique was found to be necessary since the shape of the a r c  a t  the instant it is 
initiated can affect the value of the initial inductance (and impedance) 01 the drscharge 
circuit, This effect can be illustrated by some sample results. Table 6 presents 
discharge circuit parameters calculated from the ringing pattern olokabed by shorting 
the circuit at  the breech end of the thruster nozzle using two dgferently shaped "shorting 
bars". One shorting bar was in the shape of a flat plate simulating a plasma sheet 
T I M E ,  I I S E C  
Figure 13, maamic Impedance a s  a Function of Time 
TABLE 6. Ie t ia l  Circuit Parameter Nleasurements 
M i a 1  Inductance, N 
2,4 x 
1.6  x B6*4 L L O - ~  
Initial a rc  (171 joules) 10.5 x -3 B9,3 x LO 
Initial a rc  (318 joules) 8.78 x 1 7 , 6  x lo-' 
located at the breech of the nozzle. The second configuration was a thua wlrc simu- 
lating a line discharge at  the breech of the nozzle, Also presented are e2qerin-,enmj: y-shes 
of initial inductance and impedance obtained by operating the thruster au i.71 j o ~ l e ~  
and 318 joules, respectively. The inductance at  the insbnt the t h r w k r  disei-arge 
is  initiated was determined from the rate of change of discharge current with %i=e 
a t  t = 0, i.e., from the relation di/dt +o = Vo/l;o with Vo, Lo the initial afaltage 
and inductance (including the plasma arc  which closes the circuit at t =O), This 
latter relation was shown by Andreevll to be valid for soft discharges. For sack 
discharges the inductance is sufficiently large so that the voltage drop across the 
a r e  resistance can be neglected. For hard discharges, i. e. , exeernel~r LOW snduetanee 
circuits, the voltage drop across the a rc  cannot be neglected and the rela$ioc used is 
not valid. Thus for soft discharges (such a s  a re  presently encomered i n  the short 
pulse discharge thruster), the rate of energy release is governed by eiremt mductanea: 
while a r c  resistance governs the rate of energy release for hard discharges, The 
discharge circuit impedance of the short pulse discharge thruster at  arc: isfitietion is 
thlis zo = [Vo/(c di/dt t=o) 'I2* The experimental data presented in  Table 4 
shows that the initial inductance and impedance of the thruster resembles a series 
LCR circuit in which the initial a r c  configuration resembles a tMn wise (i, e ,  , a line 
discharge). The lowest initial circuit impedance that has been measured with &Re 
available research thruster has been about 15 x 10'~ ohms. Studies are in pi-opess 
to determine the design and the components to reduce this impedance to a level, 
comparable to that of the a r c  during the time of mass acce le ra~on.  
3.2.3.2 Area IRatio 
A correlation found useful in the design of short pulse discharge th r~~skrs  is 
the cormlation of propellant specific impulse with discharge energy per unit propellant 
4 
area 'being depolymerized . Figure 14 presents the high energy short pulse di seharge 
thruster data of the study bcluding earlier low energy data of coaxial and rad type 

thrusbrs .  Also included are  V-shaped propellants and the breech-plus--side -ised 
configuration (see Figure 7). A reasonably good correlation of specgic iemptslse with 
the parameter energy per n i t  propellant area is found to exist for a wide variety 
of thruster configura~ons, 
3.2.3.3 DT 
Simple idealized calculations4 of thrusting mechanisms in the iariorr uulse 
discharge thruster show thrust efficiency to depend upon the ratio of djse2ear~e enarg; 
to propellant mass per discharge. Figure 15 presents thrust effieienegr 3s :I Zrncr li9n 
7 
of this ratio. This discharge energy is the energy stored in the capacitor ti 2CV")  
uncorrected for losses and the mass is the total stored propellant mass  cha;rge per 
discharge with no correction for mass utilization efficbney. The data ap breach-ied 
thrusters is obtained from tests on a large number of thrusters with th~wsr lrwsls 
varying from a few micropounds up to a few millipounds, and at  disehrrge energies 
ranging from a few joules to a few hundred joules, The data of breech-fed 1Yrrr;is1x?rs 
presented shows a good correlation between the thrust efficiency and the anel g l - /n~sss  
ratio. The two data points for breech-plus-side-feed (see Figure 7) shows e~fiefev~ey 
signsicantly higher than breech-fed thrusters for the same value of the energySp:'im.~ss 
ratio. It appears that more of the initial energy is transferred into kinetic energy 
of the mass aceelerated when propellant is also fed from the sides, Feeding propel- 
lant into the discharge from the downsteam side walls d the acceler ator noz # de 
appears to provide sufficiently improved perf omance  compared to a breech-xed 
thruster to consider side -fed thrusters as a separak clas s from breech-fed I hrustzrs, 
3.2,3,4 Electric Discharge Behavior 
The earliest tests performed with the short pulse discharge t h r ~ s t e r  in ti12 
program were performed at  an initial capacitor voltage of I. P KV. The disoSLerge 
current was observed to be essentially critically damped. A s  capacitanze alrd voltages 
were subsequently changed i t  was found that the discharge current became underda~rpcd, 
The current reversals encountered, indicate that the inbreleetrode q acing designed 
for the low voltage (high capacitance) capacitor bank becomes mismatched vii:ran a 
high voltage -low capacitance capacitor bank is used. Since capacitor life a s  adver sek? 
B R E E C H  P L U S  
S I D E  F E D  
Figure 15. Thrust EEicieney as a Function of ~ n e r g y / ~ a s s  Ratio 
(Short Pulse Discllasge Thruskr)  
affecLed by such reversals oscilloscope pictures were examined in an iilt~en~pt to 
qualitatively establish condilions for which a critically damped discharge will 
be observed. Figures 16a and 16b qualitatively present the general trend of the 
type of discharge a s  a function of parameters in%relectrode spacing ai~dL v o l ~ ~ g e ,  
initial field s t ress  and capacitance, respectively. The results reveal changes to be 
made to convert a thruster having an oscillatory discharge to one which is cri15cally 
damped. 
a. For fixed capacilance, fixed gap: decrease voltage 
b. For fixed capacitance, fixed voltage: increase interelectrde spacing 
c. For fixed capacitance: decrease field strength (voltagelgiap spacing) 
d. For  fixed field strength: decrease capacitance, 
While oscillatory discharges are  known to adversely affect capae~dor life 
the slightly oscillating discharge (less than a 43% current reversal) eneo~mkrsd uring 
the 3KV tests did not appear to adversely affect thruster performance, 
3.2.4 Performance Extrapolation 
An inspection of the prformance data presented in Figure 8 shows that peak 
performance capability has evidently not yet been reached, This obaervatio~~ is 
made since the trend line of the data still shows no departure from a straight line 
variation, The straight line variation cannot extend indefinibly since i t  would 
eventually reach and exceed 100% efficiency. SLarting a t  some value of speeifne 
impulse not yet reached, the data will eventually depart from the straight line, With 
the available data it is possible to determine the level of perfomance and the co~~di t isns  
that provide such performance that may be expected upon further development, 
Figure 17 presents the product (impulse bit amplitude) x (speciglc ~rnpulse) as 
a function of discharge energy for a large number of short pulse &schasrge t b u s k r s  chat 
have been experimentally evaluated during the present and previous m~.erot&ariiaster 
programs. Several lines of constant efficiency a re  also shavvn, It is iriteres ti% 
to note that the experimental data obtained to date is roughly described by a straight 
line over approximately 4 decimal orders of magnitude of the parameter {Isp; x (9. 
0 1ve It is important to observe that the slope of this latter trend line i s  inc l i~~sd  relcet' 
to constant efficiency lines. While a range of efficiency can exist a t  a given dischargs 
Interele cdr ode 
Spacing 
hidial Voltage 
Figure 16a. Discharge 'Type as a Frxnctiorn of Spacing and Voltage 
Initial Voltage 
kterelectrode Spacing 
Overdamped 
Capacitance 
Figure B6b, Discharge Type as  a Fwnedion of bnitial Field Strength 
and Capacitance 
DISCHARGE ENERGY, JOULES C1 
energy, the efficiency is seen to ge&rally increase with an increase in discharge 
energy. I€ one extends the trend line of experimental data points to the intersection 
of appropriate eff icien cy lines, one hnd s approximately that: 
r\ = 0.5 at a discharge eneqgy of 1700 joules with I I = 40,000,000 CL lb-sec 2 
sp 
7 = 0.4 at a discharge enedgy of 1100 joules with I I = 21,000,000 IL lb-sec 2 
sp 
= 0.3 at a discharge eneqgy of 600 joules with I I = 8,500,000 r ~ 1  lb-sec 2 
SP 
Since a number of data points exist the right of the trend liw, it is anticipated that 
it should be possible to reach the laliter efficiencies at lower discharge energies than 
the general trend line predicts. The above extrapolations are interesting since they 
enable predictions to be made of the performance to be expected at energy levels not 
yet examined in this country. One Russian referencell has already examined certain 
aspects of teflon propellant accelerators up to 4950 joules. However, no propulsion 
data was reported in Reference 12 or any other Russian references. 13,14 
From the above extrapolatekl data one finds the specific impulse to be given 
by the values prese nted in Table 7. While in the present program a performance level 
has already been experimentally reqched by a few research thrusters compatible with 
stationkeeping requirements of eithqr 3-axes or spin stabilized satellites, the extra- 
polated performance of Table 5 revqals that substantial improvements over present 
results may be expected at higher discharge energy levels than those used in the present 
study. 
TAB LF, 7. Ex&apolated Performance 
'!l 
(96) 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
P/T 156.5 125 100 watts/milli-lb 
T/P 6.39 . 8.0 1 0 . 0 ~  lb/watt 
I I SP 
(r~1 -1b-seca) 
8,500,000 
21,000,000 
40,000,000 
2220 
2980 
3680 
E 
( joules) 
600 
1100 
1700 
1770 
2390 
2940 
1415 
1910 
23 50 
SECTION 4 
QUASI-STEADY TWRUSTER 
4.1 DESIGN 
The comparison between solid propellant quasi-steady thruskr  operation and 
solid propellant short pulse discharge thruster operation was to be vra~ de u ~ ~ d s r  i niisr 
a s  possible conditions. A s  design inputs, it was therefore assumed that: $1) the e l .e~-  
tr ode nozzle and solid propellant geometry of either config~~r  ation being co~mja:~sed 
would be the same, and (2) the magnitude of the dynamic impedance of the pl9an1z 
during the acceleration phase of the short pulse discharge thruster (set: Sectton 3.2-2, I) 
could be used as  the load impedance in the design of the pulse foming  nemycjrl~ (IEFNj 
for the quasi-steady thruster. 
Due to the low dynamic impedance of 6.5 milliohms either sf two zppr~iaches 
could be followed in the design of the PFN, In one case a pulse transfi3rmelr could be 
utilized to achieve a good impedance match between the discharge circuit and the plasma, 
in the second case no transformer would be used but a bank of capacitors haling 2 
large capacitance. The latter approach was selected for economic reasons, Tn 
order to be able to accommodatR the weight of the bank of capacitors on the avsilsbls 
thrust balance i t  was necessary to use electrolytic capacitors. Since elecbo13rtie 
capacitors had been previously used for such purposes7' no outstanding prdoliems 
in the design and use of such a network was expected. 
Besides the above considerations it was desirable to have a peak power of 
6 the order of 10 watts during the quasi-steady acceleration phase, a pul.se length of 
a t  least 1 0 0 ~  see and a discharge current of the order of 10Ka. 
Since the PFN must be placed in a fairly compact package on the liel~rkast 
balance it was decided to minimize the effects of mutual inductance in the PFX by 
using a 15 C instead of a Type D (equal capacitance) network conventiowallb uused, 
Figure 18 shows a schematic of this idealized 5-section circeai"$used: 
F'igure 18, Schennatie of 5-Section Circuit 
The numerical values for inductance and capacitance were calculated from 
the nondi~mensional va'kiues presented for an idealized nehvork in Reference 15, Fair 
a pulse duration of 1 0 0 1 ~  see with a. parabolic rise and fall time 01 5% one has the 
following nondimensional values of inductance and capacitance, 
For a load impedance of 6.5 milliohm and a desired pulse duration of 
100 CI sec one finds ac&l inductance and capacitance to be a s  follows: 
It is perhaps interesting to note that a Type D (equal capacitance) circuit 
would require 5 x 1398 or  6980 pfd. The total capacitance of the unequal section 
circuit will be 7310 ~ f d .  Mile either circuit would weigh about the same, it was 
believed that the Type C circuit would be easier to assemble in a smaller package. 
Ll = 0.162 x lom6 Henries 
L3 = 0.165 x lom6 Henries 
L5 = 0.171 x loo6 Henries 
L, = 0.180 x lom6 Henries 
Lg = 0.192 x lom6 Henries 
The above idealized considerations neglect the inductance due to the 
capacitors and the current collection assembly of the network. Since no control 
existed on the inductance of the electrolytic capacitors, the network was designed 
to have as  law an inductance as possible. The above listed idealized coil inductances 
were then considered to include the inductance of capacitors. The 5 sections of 
the network were assembled of custom 450 volt Aluminum electrolytic capacitors 
provided by the Mallory Capacitor Company. A comparison between theoretical 
and actual capacitance for each af the five sections is a s  follows: 
C1 = 6212 p fd 
C3 = 679 p fd 
C5 = 236 p fd 
C7 = 114 p fd 
Cg = 69.9 p fd 
- 
Section 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Total 
Theoretical Cap. 
6212 @d 
679 
236 
1 14 
69.9 
7310.9 
Actual Cap. 
6380 pfd 
644.4 
2 13 
104 
83 
7424.6 
Cact/cth 
1.027 
0.949 
0.902 
0.912 
1.187 
1.016 
The theoretical circuit was reasonably well simulated with respect to capacitance. 
To mhimize  circuit inductance the capacitors of each section were f i rs t  collleebd 
in parallel by a low inductance disk assembly. The current of each disk assernb%\i 
was then transferred through a short low inductance coaxial section into a common 
Bow inducbnce str ip line, The LhrusLer electrode nozzles were fasbned directly 
to one end of this str ip line, Figure 1 shows the final thrusder and P F N  newark,  
Before the netvvork was used for performance studies it was bench check.& 
a t  low voltage (below 10 volts) for discharge current waveform, Hra order to facilitate 
bench testing the plasma load whose impedance was measured to be 6.5 x loe3 ohm 
was simulated by a 4.45 cm long thin wire. The inductive impedance XL = 2n f L, \v1r9 
was calculaded and found to be roughly two orders of magnitude lower than its 
resislance*. Initial bench tests revealed that the induetarace of the Mallow 
e%ectrolytic capacitors was sufficiently high such that the ori@nal design values aif 
theinduetors bad to be modified. After readjust iw the circuit pa r amekr s  (H, and 6) 
an acceptable square wave was obtained(see Figure 19) at  low voltage, The long 
exponential decay and reversals  a r e  undesirable but could not be imwoved rapon 
with the capacitors in the circuit. The final capacitance was 7134.6 p fd m d  the pulse 
dwation of eonstant current at  low voltage is about 83p see. 
P r io r  to the installation of the quasi-sdeady thrusLer on the thrust balance, 
a themocouple was a t t a ekd  to each capacitor of the network. The oukput of each 
thermocouple was fed into a thermocouple switch whose ouLput is fed directly intilo 
a Honewell  Model 9066 Visicorder with a M-100-120A galvonometer , This setulp 
readily enables the kmperature variation of al l  capacitors to be quickly momlitgored anti 
recorded during t h ru sk r  operation. A s  suspecLed, one capacitor was fomd to heat 
up faster  than the remainkg ones. Duration of Lhruskr operation is l imikd by the 
kmperature  of this one capacitor. Operation was stopped whenever the demperatwre 
of this one capacitor reached about 110-130°F. The subsequent temperature rise 
still keeps the peak Lemperatwe below 140°F. 
* Measured by Kelvin Bridge Ohmmeter No. 4285 Leeds & Northrup Co, 
range 0,8001 ohms to 26.6 ohms 
Voltage 
Current 
Figure 19. Square Wave of Pulse Forming NeLwork 
(Low Voltage Bench Test) 
50 u sec/cm 
Acceptable operation without localized arcing could only be accomplished by sealing 
the anode to the str ip line. Unfortunately this solution made it impossible to _.;leasure 
anode erosion, CaWnode and insulator erosion and p r o p e l l a t  consumption were 
measured in the same manner a s  with the short  pulse discharge t h r u ~ b r ,  
4.2 EXPERMENTAL RESULTS 
Initial full voltage thruster tests with the quasi-steady thruster showed a 
strong current  overshoot on the initial sharp current  rise, Since at@mpts to 
e l iminab the overshoot affected the duration of the constant current region, 
performance data was taken with the current overshoot. Figure 20 shows a @pica1 
discharge voltage and current t race a t  the same sweep speed a s  the low y~.oltaga 
test (Figure 19). In comparing the thruster data with the low voltage bench @st 
data (Figure 191, it is noted that a roughly 50% ceurent reversal  occurred in 
both cases. 
Voltage 
F i w e  261. Qyieal Disclbarge Voltage and CtrrrevlL Trace dwing 
Quasi-Sbady T b u s k r  Operation 5 0 ~  sec/cm (nz906) 
The duration of the steady e w r e n t  i s  roughly 80 u see  -in both cases a s  well. a s  a. 
dumtiol~  of positive current for about 220 y, see. The essePllial dzfeference betvj.ef:c 
both eases is the presenee of the strong h i t i a l  ewren t  overshoot observed dwing 
qtrdsi-swacly t b u s t e r  o ~ r a t i o n .  Figure 2 1  shows another typical discharge volitap 
and curre~at race at a sweep speed of 20 w sec/cm. Both the voltage and current are 
7 
seen lo be relatively f ree  of noise. MaHiaris finds that quiet volhge traces such as 'those 
presenkd in Figures 20 and 2 1  a r e  for  conditions vqhic'h he refers  to a s  k i n g  below 
critical, i, e,  , not too severe an erosion, D a ~  to be presenkd in Section 4 , 3 . 2  will 
show that even though according to  the voltage cri ter ia  relatively law erosion is 
e v e a d ,  the erosion m a s w e d  was subsbntially larger  than encountered d w b g  shark 
pulse ape ration. 
Voltage 
Current 
Figure 21. Typical Discharge Voltage and Current Trace during 
Quasi-steady Thruster Operation (20 P sec/em) 
4.2.1 Performance 
Performance data of the quasi-steady thruster was taken in the same nnwieamer 
a s  for the short pulse thruster. Four sets of experiments were performed, The 
data of these four tests are  presenkd in Table 8, in the same format as  the res-dts 
for the short pulse thruster studies (see Table 2). During all four tests wrforpined 
with the quasi-steady thruster unsatisfactory depolymerization of the bRon propl lant  
was observed. An examination of the propellant after operation showed that the face 
of the teflon had black regions of teflon. Figure 22. shows the propellant, cathode and 
insulator assembly after breech fed tests 128x-1 and 128x4 and breech plus side feed 
tests 128x4 respectively. The propellant face after test log 128x-1 was found to be 
darker than that encountered with 128-x-2. Pr ior  experience at  Replablit@ with short 
pulse cli scha rge thrusters show that a darkened propellant face provides ]perf or manee 
corresponding to a higher than normal specific impulse and a lower than normal 
TABLE 8, Quasi-Sbady Thruskr  Data 
Capacitor energy in joules 
n 
Propellant areaa, inL 
Capacitance, P fd 
hitial. voltage, V 
Shots sf  Test 
Pulse frequency, Hz 
Test duratim at  f ,  Nrs 
Test avg thsrst, p lb 
Impulse bit, I, ii. lb-see 
PropellarmL spec, h p ,  , see 
Thrust eff. T! (E s, mp) % 
Thrst/pwr ratio, (I, Es) 
nnlb/b 
Delivered engy, joules 
Engy trnsf eff ( E ~ E ~ ) ,  % 
Total mass s p c ,  imp., 
Thrsteff ,  T! (Ed. mp), % 
Tbrst eff. ll(Es. mt), % 
Thrst  eff. 7 (Ed, mt). % 
2 i /m 
Log # 
Breech 
1, 69 1.69 
7134,6 7134,6 
3 0 1 G < 3  25 369 
5730 1970 
0,560 0.581 
Breech-plus -side- 
feed 
a) Log 128x-1 
b) Log 128x-2 
C) Log P28x-3 
Figure 22, Propl lant ,  Cathode, and Insulator Assembly after 
Quasi-Steady Thruster Operation 
t h u s t / p w e r  ratio. Generalily sweh a condition is e l imimbd by opra t ing  the givsn 
t h ru sb r  a t  a higher bitaal voltage in order to inmmease the discharge energy. 
The perfor~mance of the f i r s t  se t  of dab, Log 1 2 8 ~ - B  in eomgarison to  the 
remainhg three sets  of d a ~  does not have the same: general trend a s  the Batter d a b  
whera propellant specific kuapulse is presennted as a function sf efficiency 73 (E a rn 1, 
s P 
A comparison of the discharge current and voltage traces of the four &s&s show tnar 
the d i s c h a r e  current for test 1 2 8 ~ - 1  was occasiol-n%lly "noisyY' during the test, 
Figure 23 presents one Qpical i'noisyY1 discharge eurreml; trace observed during 
b s t  1 2 8 ~ - 1 .  
Voltage 
Figure 23. '%JoisyY' Discharge Gurremir, Trace D w i w  Test P28x-1 
(201.1 sec/cm) 
This latter trace can be compared to the '*quietn type of discharge eurlreab s ~ s e r ~ r s d  
during all three of the other quasi-sdeady thrusLer tests pedormed, I~~teres t i~~gly 
Malliaris observes the discharge voltage to be noisy when Ms quasi-steady thruster  
is operaking in the propellant underfed condition. This latter eondiliori is saarked 
by a high erosion rate. The Lerminal discharge voltage of best 1128~-P d h ~ ~ r r ? .  in 
Figure 23 is seen to be a s  free from spikes as  the voltage traces of the olllae~ ~brree 
quasi-sleacly thruster Lests (see Figure 22 for example). 
While values of impulse bit amplitude and either propellan~t spe erfic nnpulae 
or  total mass specific impulse have been measured in a regime of interest .0 
propulsion, the relative merit of the values is more meanin@ul when compared I+) iith 
short pulse discharge operation. Such a comparison is presented and discussed 
in Section 5.1. 
4.2.2 Erosion 
Erosion studies were made of the cathode and bsulator assembly for the last 
three tests. A s  mentioned earlier, anode erosion could not be measwed since 
satisfactory omration of the quasi-steady thruster was only possible when the anode 
was sealed to the str ip line assembly. 
Table 3b presents the quasi-steady thruster erosion data in the sar11e for-mat 
a s  the short pulse erosion data. Since anode erosion could hot be measured lit is 
not possible to quantitatively assess relative erosion beheen  the anode, cathode and 
insulator. Visually, the anode appeared to experience a greater erosion than the 
cathode. Essentially all of the anode erosion took place a t  the two doutnstream corners 
of the anode. The erosion results a re  more meaningful when compared with the 
results obtained during short pulse thruster opera~on.  Such a eompar i s s~~  ISpreseored 
in Section 5,2. 

SECTION 5 
PERFORMANCE CBMPARPSON 
5 ,1  PROPULSTVE PERFORMANCE 
In Section 2 i t  was shown that propulsive performance can be caleulared in 
any one of a number of ways. m e n  making comparisons beween short pulse 
discharge and quasi-steady thruster performance such dsferences must be 
considered. From propulsive system considerations the t h u s t  e%der?c;y TlUIs. 111 1 P 
and propellant specific impulse a re  important parameters, Figwe 24 p:i-esents th~-ust  
efficiency a s  a function of propellant specific impulse for both breech+li~s-s ideded and 
breech fed thruster operation of short pulse discharge and quasi-steady t h u s ~ e r s ,  
Compared in this manner, the breech-plusside-fed short pulse discharge ~ o n f i ~ a r a t i o r  
provides a sieificantly better level of performance than either tlne breech fed short 
pulse or  either of the quasi-steady thruster configurations. For example, at  a given 
specific impulse the efficiency of the short pulse breeclh-plumid+fed e o d i w ~ ~ a ~ o n  
is twice that of either type of quasi-skady thruster configuration and about 50% higher 
than the short pulse breech fed configuration. 
In making the above comparison, it must be remembered that tests uVere 
performed with the same accelerator nozzles. It is quite possible that nozzle 
geometry requirements for optimum perf ormance of a quasi-steady thruster differ 
from those of a short pulse discharge Lhruster. Such considerations were beyond the 
scope of the present study, however, such a possmility is not excluded since a visual 
inspection of the erosion patkrn of the electrodes and side propellant suggests that 
the a rc  during most of the discharge of the short pulse thruster remains at~ached at 
the fuel retaining shoulder while for quasi-steady operation i t  is swept downstream 
and remains most of the time a t  the dmnstream exGremities of the electrodes, 
(see Figure 22c for example), 
The above comparison does not take into account that the electrolytic 
capacitors in the pulse foming  neLwork of the quasi-steady thruster dissipab more 
energy than the energy storage capacitors of the short pulse d i schrge  thscskr  circuit* 
Figure 24. Performance Comparison 11 (Es, m ) Versus I 
P SP 
S H O R T  P U L S E  
B R E E C H  F E E D  / 
Presenting efficiency T] (E m ) as  a function of propllant specific iulpaalse tso-s~--- d' P 
pares performance using only the qjuantiw of electric energgr delivered into :he 
accelerator nozzle. Figure 25 presents such a comparison of the performance of 
short pulse diselnarge th ruskr  and quasi-steady thruster. Because of ".he 1re1~- 
tively few data pojslts and the dsferences in performance noted hmeeli ~ reszk  fe~r 
and breech-plus-side-fed configurations some caution must be exercised ,n 3rzwvi11.g 
general conelusions. Based upon the available data, i t  is seen tkat again tnc. shorc 
pulse breech-plus-side-fed configuration has a somewhat better perfolrn~xmcr: ,:a? 
any of the other configurations tested, With the excep~on  sf  one quasi-~tc3a:~/ dst:r 
point (Log 128x-I) the data points of either short pulse breech fed or dse quasi-stecfl 
configurations tested a re  very nearly deserjibed by a singlie trend '8i11.e~ WrLn 
exception of the short pulse breech-plus-side-fed confimration there dooh appea: 
to be any marked superioriky in performance of any one of the three other ersvfig- 
urations when compared on the basis of delivered e n e r D  and propellant spei i>J~e 
impulse. 
5 . 2  EROSION 
Table 3 summarizes erosion d a b  obtained during diapostic tests 06 the 
short pulse discharge and quasi-sbady thrusters. Since anode erosion s:srultl :;ot be 
measured for  Wle quasi-steady thrusbr ,  a direct comparison of erosion can 3t11I.y ix 
made fo2 the sum of cathode plus insulator erosion, In Seeetisaa 3 , 2 , 2  jt waa ysimtc:d 
out that erosion may be examined either as percent of propellant m%ss eonsti;.;lsd ~YIC 
eroded mass per t ob l  impulse delivered, Figure 26 presents percent ceat11oi"re plus 
insulator erosion a s  a furpetion of propellant speczic h p u l s e .  Compared is "1;s 
manner, it is seen that erosion (%) during quasi-sbady thrusbr  capera"8ior ;E slgri- 
ficantly larger than that encountered during short pulse discharge operstiors. 
F i p r e  27 presents erosion (cathode plus insulator) a s  p o d s  of e r d e d  ecithde plus 
insulator per pound-second of total impulse delivered, Bn this eomparisoat i, I il 
again seen that erosion (lb/lb-see) during quasi-shady operation is a b o ~ ~ t  ar 03 der 
of magnitude larger than short pulse discharge operalion, 
The data presented in Figures 26 and 27 show that cathode plus insrJ.neor 
erosion e q r e s s e d  either a s  percent of propellant mass used, or  as potrids pes pctnld - 
second t o b l  impulse delivered is signgicantly lower during short pulse discharge 
th rusbr  operation. While a n d e  weight measuremen@ could nck be made on the quasi- 
steady thruster, strong erosion of the anode was always observed, It i s  bel~eved iha: 

P R O P E L L A N T  S P E C I F I C  I M P U L S E ,  S E C O N D S  
Figure 26, Percent Cathode plus Insulator Erosion a s  a Fmcrtian s f "  
Propellant Specific Impulse 
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PROPELLANT S P E C I F I C  IMPULSE, S E C O N D S  
Figure 27. Erosion (Cathode plus Insulator) Expressed a s  Ib per Pb-sec, 
Total Impulse as  a Function of Specific 1mp:~Ise 
even if anode weight measlrements could have been made that total erosion 
(anode plus cathode plus insulator) would have been lower on the short pulse dseharge 
thruster. It should be remembered that the same electrodes were used for the 
bsts. A s  mentioned in Section 5.1, it cannot be ruled out that an elee$rode gecJme$ry 
appropriate for short pulse operation may be undersirable for quasi-stet;ady operation, 
Such electrode geometry considerations were beyond the scope of the present effod,, 

SECTION 6 
CONCLUSIONS 
Gonclusions drawn on the basis of the work performed are briefly summarized 
belaw. Details of the results upon which these conclusions are  based are prese11te:d 
in the main body of this report. 
A ,  Results have shown that providing propellant from the downstrealm hides of z?jre 
discharge in addition to that provided from the breech end signnificantly improves the 
thrust/pavver ratio and substantially reduces erosion compared do norwml breech fed. 
thrusters. Furthermore, since the performance data of such eodiguratioas d o e s  not 
correlate with breech fed thruster data, the technique is considered to psovi-de a new 
class of thruster having substantially better performance than breech fed thrusters, 
B. The breech fed teflon propellant short pulse discharge microQ&irusbr can be 
scaled predictably from the micro-pound thrust level regime to the mlllipomd thrust 
regime using the correlation of I with E/A, In the millipound thrust se@me the SP 
measured performance of 7 with I and I I with Ed, respctively,  was found to SP SP 
be in the general range of interest to North-South stationkeepkg of saklilites 
C. Even though a thrust efficienq of 30% was realized, optimum p r o p ~ l s i ~ ~ e  
performance has not yet been achieved with the short pulse discharge khruskr  
Substantially higher efficiency is expected by increasing the discharge enmelpgy to 
values several times larger than those examined in this study. 
D. Emressing erosion as  percent of propellant consumption is found to vary 
linearly with specific impulse. Such a correlation can erroneously suggest prohibitive 
erosion when the thruster operates a t  higher levels of specific impulse, The propwed 
erosion parameter which expresses the ratio of the quantiw of eroded mass to the 
total impulse delivered is believed meaningful for practical applications, This latter 
erosion parameter was also found to increase ~4 th specific impulse bit at a rate which 
does not suggest prohibitive erosion when a thruster is operated a t  a higher specific 
impulse to deliver a given value of total impulse. 
E. Results show electrode material and the duration of a test to affect either 
of the two erosion parameters cited in this study. Since the scope of the effort 
was limited with regard to the number of different material evaludltions further 
experimental studies should be carried out to comprehensively compare makrial  
quantitatively before any final conclusions are  made on the level of erosion eweeted 
in prac tical applications. 
F. While the present results show solid propellant short pulse discharge thr us zr. 
operation to provide a better perfDrmance at a lower erosion level than solid 
propellant quasi-steady operation when com2ared under similar conditions, it is 
important not to consider the present results conclusively proving that short 
pulse operation is generally superior to quasi-steady operation. The scope and duratior 
of the program limited the number and range of data points obtained. It is hoped 
the present results will suggest future studies of a similar nature to provide: more 
data over a wider range of operating parameters. 
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NORTH-SOUTH STATIONKEEPING CALCULATIONS WITH 
A PUISED PLASMA PROPULSION SYSTEM 
The simplified analysis presented below were performed in an at1;ernp"ao 
assess  pulsed plasma propulsion system performance requirements to perform 
North-South stationkeeping of synchronous satellites: 
Let I = total impulse (lb-see) 
i = total impulse per thruster 
in = total impulse at  each nodal pass per thruster 
ib = impulse bit amplitude per Wnruster 
A = mission time of I (in years) 
W = weight of spacecraft (lb) 
2 
g = gravitational constant (32.2 ft/sec ) 
C\V = velocity incremwt ft/sec/year 
R = weight of propellant required (lb) 
0 = degrees of firing about a nodal point to delivery required tots/ 
impulse 
T = thrust level (lb) 
P = power (kw) 
T = duration of thruster firing about a node (hrs) 
I = specific impulse (see) SP 
The total impulse required for a mission time of A years is: 
PART I, 3-AXES STABILIZED SATELLITE WTN N/S TNRUSmR P A I R  
For this case each thruster must proside 1/2 lb-see of impulse 
The quantity (R) of propellant required is thus: 
The spacecraft will pass 2 nodal points per day or (361)/ (2) = 730 
nodal passes/year. The total impulse to be delivered at  each nodal point 
is thus (I/730), or 
Thus each of the two thrusters must provide this total impulse daily. 
With the above relation one can now examine several cases of interest: 
Case 1 - Thrust level fixed a a value of T. 
Once the thrust level is fixed one has automatically fixed the total firing 
time T or the number of degrees about each node, that will produce the 
required impulse at the node. This firing time (7) in hours is thus 
Since the rate of change of spacecraft position is 15 degrees per hour, the total 
number of degrees of thruster firing a b u t  a node to deliver the required total 
impulse is thus 
The corresponding total system bus power required is P t  = T / ( ~ / ~ )  7 
with T/P the thrust/power ratio of the thruster (T is lbf and P in kw) and 
TI is the pourer conditioning efficiency. 
Case 2: 
a) The impulse is to be delivered in the time kkbrval 7, 
From equation (5) one finds the required thrust level to be 
and the corresponding total bus power level of operation 
when T is in lbf and P in kw . 
F) The impulse is to be delivered over QS degrees: 
In this case the thrust level of operation is automatically defined, Tbe 
value of thrust that must be provided is thus : 
If the thrust/power ratio (T/P) is known, the required total syskm bus power 
level is thus: 
where T is in lbf and P in kw. 
The accuracy of the calculation decreases as  8 increases. 
Case 3: Power level of Operation is Fixed 
This cmstraint  lends itself to meaningful calculations only if the thrust/power ratio of 
the system is known. Once (T/P) is h o w  one immedialely defines the (maximum) 
thrust level of operation, i. e., T = P (T/P) and calculations can be carried ' 
out as  for  Case 1. i. e . ,  
and 
of each thruster during the mission life 
is thus: 
with $ the impulse bit amplitude per thruster firing. 
The pulse frequency (f) during any cycle of thruster operation is thus: 
Several observations can be made regarding the selection of a pulsed plasma 
propulsion system to meet a particular mission requirement. Simple considerat i~ns 
show that a trade-off exists between the propulsion system weight and its 
reliability for performing the mission. The propulsion system weight is 
comprised of certain fixed weights ard the weights that a r e  a function of 
discharge energy. Both the specific impulse and the capacitor weight a r e  k n m  
to be functions of discharge energy. Figure A - 1  schematically depicts propellant, 
capacitor and the fixed weight as a function of discharge energy for a systemn eapabie 
of delivering a fixed total impulse. Furthermore, the total weight is also 
shown. 
miaimurn weigl~t 
Weight 
capacitor weight 
Propellant weight 
Discharge Energy 
Figure A-1. Weight as  a Function of Discharge Energy 
For a system capable of delivering a certain total impulse and c~perating 
at  some fixed p m e r  level, there exists one configuration having minin~um 
weight, This minimum weight configuration requires that the system use 
a capacitor having a particular value of discharge energy. G orn%igurations having 
a higher discharge energy will generally be more reliable. However, this 
increased reliability is had at  the expense of increased total system. weight, 
Changing either the total impulse capabiliw or the power Bevel of opera ti on 1vi1Ti 
chanyre the required discharge energy level of operation for min imm total 
system weight. 
PART II - SPINNING SATELLITES 
In general, all of the relations of Par t  I a re  also applicable for 
spinning satellites. However, an additional constraint is imposed if the 
location of one or more thrusters on the satellite and the direction of the spin. 
axis relative to the orbit plane is such that any one thruster can fire al most onl:jr orxee 
per spacecraft revolution to perform either the North or the South stationkeeping 
function. This additional constraint automatically defines the pulse frequency 
of thruster operation and also the amplitude of each impulse bit ($1 to b: 
delivered. 
The average overall thrust level T (in lbs) that must be delivered to p e ~ o r n ~  
stationkeeping is related to propulsion system firing frequency, the satellite spin 
ra& and the impulse bit amplitude (ib in lbf-see) of each discharge as  
with w the satellite spin rate in rpm, a the number of tllrusters to be used 
to perform the stationkeeping function (a = 1, 2, . . . . ) and B to take into 
account that if one thruster is used ( i, e., a =1) it may be discharged once 
every P revolution (P = 1 , 2 , 3 .  . . . ) 
A general expression fo r  the system power can also be readily 
presenled. In general the power going into the capacitors will be 
with Ed the energy (joules) of each discharge. Now, 
where i / E ~  of a given thruster is numerically equal to its thrust/power rat io b 
(in appropriate units). Hence, 
with i in lbf-sec, Ed in joules and P in watts. If 7 denotes the p o w r  b c 
conditioning efficiency the overall bus power Pt becomes 
Expressions corresponding to those presented for the 3 cases for 3-axes stabilized 
satell iks can nour be presented for spinning satellites: 
Case 1: Thrust Level Fixed at  a Value T 
Fixing the overall thrust level also au tom tieally fixes the impulse bit 
amplitude of each discharge of each of the a number of thus*rs,  F r o m  
Equation 15: 
The system firing duration 7 s and 0 s are  also given by Equations 5 a1-d i& 
respectively, with the overall thrust T being the input value. The system "RPs 
power is given by Equation 17 with i determined by Equation 18, b 
The systems thrust level is determined by Equation 7 with the amplitude 
of each discharge given by Equation 18. The corresponding total bus power 
can then be evaluabd from Equation 17. 
b) The impulse to be delivered in the interval of time ' s 
Equation 9 defines the required thrust level of operation. The amplitude 
of each impulse bit will then be defined by Equation 18. Total system bus 
power can then be evaluated for Equation 17. 
Case 3: Power Level of Operation is Fixed 
Defining total system bus power automatically defines the impulse bit 
amplitude (ib) to be provided by each discharge. From. Equation 17 one finds 
Further calculations can then be carried out a s  for Case 3 of Par t  I, 
For  structural reasons it may, in some cases, be desirable to limit 
the amplitude of each impulse bit. In such cases one can either limit the system 
t k u s t e r  level to a value defined by Equation 15, o r  adjust the number of t h r u s k r , ~  
(n ) to provide any desirable thrust level. 
The total number of dischdrges nd that the propulsion system must 
provide over a mission life of A years  in which I lb-see of total impulse 
is produced (See Equation I) is also found from Equation 13. 
Case 5: Extremelv Slow S ~ i n  Rate 
In the special case where the satellite rotation is very slow, it may be 
desirable to discharge the thruster twice about the desired firing direction 
D 
i. e . ,  0' before and 0 after the desired direction. The effective impulse bit 
amplitude is then 21 cos 8 . The available charge time per discharge 
will be 8 /3 w see  (with w in rpm and 6 in degrees). The effective thrust 
level is: 
Total effective impulse - 21 cos @ - 
- 
- 
1 w cos Fi 
Spin Period 6 0/w 30 
and the average power consumed during the charge cycle will be: 
while the average power during a thrusting cycle becomes : 
Example: 
Suppose W = 2000 lb, w = 10 rpm, A V = 160 ft/sec/year and each 
impulse bit is 3 x lb see. The average thrust level is thus I/T = 500 I'. !be Zf 
the thrust/power ratio is 6 P lb/watt, then P = 500/6 = 83.4 watts, Wilk s. pm7er 
conditionhg efficiency of 0.9, the h s  power becomes 83.4/0.9 = 92,6 ~ikratts, 
The impulse to be delivered per node is (2000/32.2) (160) (1/738) = B3,6 ~ I~EP- s~ Ic ,  
Hence the nu& e r  of pulses/node equals 13 .6 /3~10-~  = 4530. Since the spin ~ar iur l  
is 6 seconds a total of 7.58 hours will elapse before the required impbald 'e , 2s 
delivered. If the total mission requires 30,000 lb-see of total impulse, t h e  t n r u s ~ r  
6 
must provide a total of 30,000/3 x = 10 x 10 pulses. 
The above considerations assumed A V to be a constant. This assu~nptioa 
implies that the impulse should be delivered a t  the node. l6 Since the entire impulse 
is not delivered at the node by the pulsed plasma propulsion, a correction l o  the 
4 V requirements must be made. Using the data from Ref. 1'7, one can approxima~e 
the latter data by the empirical expression: 
with t the thrusting time in hours. For increased accuracy one can .  rederiae 
all of the eqress ions  presenbd using the empirical expression for D V , 

APPENDIX B 
CORRELATION OF SPECIFIC INIPULSE WITH 
PARAMETER r i2dt/m 
The simplified analysis presented in Section 3 .2 .2 .1  suggested a 
2 relationship between the parameter i dt/m and propellant specific impulse. 
Available data of short pulse and quasi-steady operation i s  presented iin 
Figure 28. The data presented shows that'a reasonably good eorrehatioa exlacs 
between these two parameters. It is interesting to note that the quasi-steady 
data falls along a different trend line than short pulse discharge data. It is seen 
that at  a given specific impulse the parameter f i2dt/m of short pdwl 
oprat ion is several times larger than the value evaluated for quasi-slt3ady 
7 thruster operation. Malliaris has found in his quasi-steady studies that 
2 - 
erosion is severe above a critical value of j /m. The results of the present 
study showed that the short pulse discharge thruster could operab with 
2 little erosion at  values of i dt/m corresponding to a region of severe erosion 
for quasi-steady operation. The present results would therefore suggest 
that the regime for the onset of severe erosion is different for both mbes of 
operation. 
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Figure 28. Parameter i dt/m a s  a function of Propellant Specific Impulse / 
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